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Message from the CEO

Amid all the uncertainties surrounding the COVID19 pandemic, The Little Engineer 
remains committed to advocating for quality education for all. 

Our work has always been motivated by the substantiated belief that an educated world 
is a world that is healthier, happier, more peaceful, and more prosperous.

In other words, an educated world, is a world that enables human flourishing for 
individuals and communities.    

During this month, as I was locked down in UAE to start The Little Engineer in Ras Al 
Khaimah,  I share with my team through virtual meeting many ideas on how to scale 
innovation in STEM education, and how to keep the leadership  in the services we are 
providing to our customers from students, to educators, to school principals and CSR 
managers. yes we care to provide quality education for all, in private and public schools, 
in urban and rural areas and for the privileged and underprivileged learners.  

With all schools  temporarily closed, we were active, working on our  company 
infrastructure and the strategic planning for regional expansion in KSA and UAE . we 
also prepared  a guide with resources for educators and students to get engaged in 3D 
modeling. 

While like many organizations around the world, we are experiencing disruption as a 
result of the understandable global need to enforce strict measures of social distancing, 
we are committed more than ever to continue developing new content to be integrated 
in the curriculum and we will pursue our work by leveraging the full potential of  STEM 
education technologies to ensure that our programs continue to add value to education 
innovators and leaders around the world.

Rana El Chemaitelly
Founder and CEO
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 Team Working From Home



TLE
®

 Online Activities
To keep the momentum during quarantine, and to keep our students active while at home, 
The Little Engineer team launched Online Activities on their website. This initiative is 
completely free where students will be able to download content and work from home.  
 
#Create #Innovate #Learn & #Share
#BeActive #ThinkPositive
Take this forced lockdown as an opportunity to learn the #SkillsOfTomorrow
For inquiries

Contact or WhatsApp

+96171880910
+96171920150

To join our ”TLE COVID-19 Online Activities”, all what you have to do is to the following 
steps:

1. Watch our tutorial on “Youtube” : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fc-HXeyvtrk

2. Register to our activities on: https://www.thelittleengineer.com/en/Services/Details/
covid-19-online-activities

3. Download 3D Builder from: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/p/3d-builder/9wzdncrf
j3t6#activetab=pivot:overviewtab

4. Go to the challenge: https://www.thelittleengineer.com/en/Workshops/upcoming

5. Design and answer the questions

6. Submit your answers on: info@thelittleengineer.com

Get Set,
Ready
GO!












